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The curved flow capability of the Virginia Tech Stability Wind Tunnel
was used to investigate the lateral-directional characteristics of an F-18
aircraft. This report deals with a description of the model, the proced-
ures used to obtain and correct the data and a graphical presentation of
the results. The results include graphs of lateral-directional derivatives
versus sideslip or static plots, the lateral directional static stability
derivatives versus angle of attack, and finally the lateral-directional
derivatives versus non dimensional yaw rate for different angles of attack
and sideslip. Results are presented for several configurations including
complete, complete without vertical tails, complete without horizontal tails,
fuselage-wing and fuselage alone. Each of these were tested with and with-
out wing leading edge extensions. In addition results of deflecting the
basic control surfaces were investigated. A brief discussion of the results
is included highlighting unusual characteristics.
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INTRODUCTION
Currently there is a strong interest in the dynamic stability of aero-
space vehicles. In order to obtain a better understanding of this phenomena,
many types of wind tunnel, free flight, and flight tests have been devised.
A recent AGARDconference, devoted solely to this aspect of flight mechanics,
summarizes the current work being done in this area.l Reference 1 cites
several research topics related to this problem which need further investi-
gation. Included in these topics are the need for separation of rotary and
unsteady aerodynamic derivatives and the need for determining dynamic cross
coupling derivatives. These effects seem to be of particular interest for
vehicles at high angle of attack. Consequently a considerable amount of re-
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search has been concentrated in the range of high angle of attack studies.
Several methods of testing have been used in an attempt to provide
the required data. Included in these techniques are oscillating and free
flight tests, 3 and rotary balance methods.4 Another method, developed at
NASALangley and now implimented at V.P.I., is that of curved flow. In
this method the model is immersed in a curved flow with the appropriate
velocity profile necessary to simulate flight in a curved path. 5'6'7 From
this type of test the pure rotary derivatives can be obtained in a steady
state environment. Furthermore standard wind tunnel procedures can be used
for data aquisition and blockage corrections. In addition the steady state
environment permits ease of implimenting flow visualization techniques. The
range of angles of attack that can be tested is limited only by the method
- used for support. A description of the wind tunnel, its calibration and
necessary corrections for reducing data are discussed in reference 8.
This report presents the results of testing an F-18 fighter aircraft
model in the curved flow test section in the VPI&SU Stability Wind Tunnel. _
Lateral data are presented for four curvatures associated with four yaw
rates as well as for straight flow. For each curvature data are presented .,
for several configurations allowing the contributions of each appendage to
be assessed and allowing the interaction of the curved flow on the various
appendages to be observed. A brief discussion of the results is presented
emphasizing the salient aerodynamic characteristics obtained.
APPARATUS,MODEL,TEST TECHNIQUE
Wind Tunnel
The tests were conducted in the square 1.83 x 1.83 m (6 x 6 ft.) test
section of the Virginia Tech Stability Wind Tunnel located in the Depart-
ment of Aerospace and Ocean Engineering. The nominally square test section
has vertical walls which are designed to have enough flexibility so that they
may be deflected into a curve, creating a curved air flow past the model.
Jack-screws positioned at regular intervals along each wall allow the curva-
ture to be set at prescribed values In order to complete the simulation
of flight in a curved path it is necessary to redistribute the velocity pro-
file in the radial direction. This is done by installing wire screens,
varying in mesh across the wind tunnel, upstream of the test section. The
mesh size varies so that the densest portion is located toward the center of
curvature. A sketch showing a typical curved flow test arrangement is pre-
sented in Figure I. Details of curved flow theory, calibration and tunnel
operation are given in Reference 8.
Balance
, The forces and moments were measured by the use of an internally
mounted strain gage balance. Two separate balances were used, one for
the longitudinal measurements, Langley balance #FF05, (normal and axialr
forces, and pitch moment) and another for the lateral measurements, Langley
balance #FF06, (roll and yaw moments, and side force). The balances were
supplied by NASALangley Research Center and were compatible with the
model. A nominal five volt power supply was used to supply power to the
balances.
Calibration of the balances to account for system dependent varia, tions
such as voltage supply and cable length differences was accomplished using
a span check. Basically this check consists of applying the same load to
the balance (via a precision resistor) in the local system as was used in
the calibrating system and observing the system readout. An appropriate
correction factor can then be determined and a calibration determined. The
calibrations used throughout the tests were as follows:
Normal force 56.3879 N/mV (12.6765 Ibs/mV
Axial force 39.2244 N/mV ( 8.8180 Ibs/mV)
Pitch moment 5.9187 Nm/mV ( 4.3654 ft Ibs/mV)
Roll moment 1.8175 Nm/mV ( 1.3405 ft Ibs/mV)
Yaw moment 11.7105 Nm/mV ( 8.6372 ft Ibs/mV)
- Side force 32.4391 N/mV ( 7.2926 Ibs/mV)
Data Aquisition System
Data was obtained using a Hewlett Packard (HP) 3052 Data Aquisition
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System. This system includes an HP3455digital voltmeter, an HP 3495 "
forty channelScannerand an HP 9825 Calculator. Data was obtained
accordingto the proceduresdescribedbelow, reducedand stored on tape.
Subsequentlyit was transferredto the University'sIBM 370/168computer
where it was sorted for the purposesof plottingthe results.
Model
The investigationwas conductedwith a 0.07 scale model of the F-18
aircraft. The model, suppliedby the LangleyResearchCenter was specially
built for these tests and was constructedto be compatiblewith the above
balancesand sting supportsystem. A three view sketch showing the general
layoutof the model is shown in Figure2.
The model was constructedin a manner that allowed variousparts to be
easily removedto permitbuild-up tests of severalconfigurationsto be per-
formed. In additionseveralcontrol surfacescould be set in deflected
positions. These includedwing leadingand trailingedge flaps, ailerons,
rudderson the twin verticaltails. In addition the horizontaltail surfaces
couldbedeflectedtogetherorinadifferentmanner. The configurationstested
along with their identifyingnumbersare given in Table I. It shouldbe
noted that the base configuration(#1)was the full configurationwith the
wing ieadingedge flaps deflecteddown 25 degrees. Unlessotherwisestated,
the leadingedge flaps were in the deflectedpositionfor all configurations.
In order to reduce the data to accountfor blockageeffects,and in
8
curved flow, to accountfor pressuregradienteffects, it is necessaryto
know the front,planform,and profileareas as well as the model volume for
each configuration. These quantities along with the basic reference geometry
are given in Table 2.
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Test Procedure
The model was mounted in the wind tunnel using a pylon supporting
sting mount. By using a double dog-leg arrangement as shown in Figure
I, it was possible to obtain angles of attack from 0 to 45 degrees. The
pylon support was mounted on a turntable and slide arrangement to allow
sideslip angles of _ I0 degrees while maintaining the model location in
the center of the tunnel. (See Figure I) As the walls were curved for
simulating increased yaw rates, the limited travel of the slide mechanism
prevented obtaining positive side slip angles greater than 5 degrees. In
fact at the largest curvature tested, the model had to be displaced 0.102 m
(4 in.) off the centerline (toward the inner wall) to obtain the desired 5
degrees angle of sideslip. Corrections in mean velocity were made to ac-
count for this shift.
The matrix of tests were completed by first selecting the curvature or
yaw rate, then selecting the configuration, sideslip and angle of attack.
Hence angle of attack sweeps were done for each sideslip angle which in
turn were swept for each configuration. Data for these tests were taken in
the following manner. For each new configuration wind off as well as wind
on readings were taken for each angle of attack at the first sideslip angle
selected. The wind off valves were stored to be used for the same con-
figuration at corresponding angles of attack for the remaining sideslip
angles. Consequently the data taken at these remaining sideslip angles
- were taken without shutting the tunnel down as the angle of attack sweeps
were made.
, At each test point curvature, configuration, pitch angle and yaw angle
were observed and entered into the data aquisition system. The static
pressure, temperature, tunnel dynamic pressure (see below), and the six
components of the strain gage balance were read on commandby the data
aquisition system. These latter readings were obtained by taking the average
of 15 samples taken over an 8 second time interval.
The test conditions in the wind tunnel were set by calibrating the pres-
sure drop across the upstream contraction with the dynamic pressure in the
empty test section for straight flow. The same pressure drop was used for
the straight and curved flow tests. The values used for this test were a
pressure drop of 0.044 m (1.71 in) of water which corresponds to a dynamic
pressure of q = 766.08 N/m2 (16 Ibs/ft 2) in the unoccupied test section. This
speed corresponds to a Reynolds number of approximately 6 x 105 based on the
mean aerodynamic chord.
TESTS
Tests using the longitudinal balance were carried out for the straight
flow or non-yawing case only. Eight configurations were examined corresponding
to the following numbers from Table I; configurations 1,2,3,9,10,13,14 and 15.
Tests were carried out for three sideslip angles of B = - 5, O, and 5 degrees and
for I0 angles of attack from 0 to 45 degrees in 5 degree increments.
Lateral tests were performed for four different calibrated yaw rates
in addition to straight flow. The four non-dimensional yaw rates rb/2V =
-0.0253, -0.0380, -0.0515, and -0.0707. Lateral tests were carried out for
all configurations shown in Table 2 for all curvatures. Tests were run for F
all angles of attack from 0 to 45 degrees in 5 degree increments at sideslips
from -I0 to +I0 degrees sideslip in 5 degree increments. As noted previously
sideslip angles only up to +5 degrees could be tested at the two highest
_" yaw rates, rb/2V = - 0.0380 and -0.0707. Exceptions to the above test
schedule occurred for configurations 5, 16, 17, and 18. Configuration 5
was tested only in straight flow for full range of sideslip while config-
urations 16, 17 and 18 were tested at all yaw rates but only at zero side-
slip.
DATAREDUCTION
Data recorded for each test included run number, curvature, configuration,
pitch angle, yaw angle, local pressure, temperature, contraction ratio pres-
sure drop, and six components of strain gage data with wind on and wind off
(stored data). This data was reduced and printed out in the form of run
number, configuration number, curvature, angle of attack, sideslip angle,
corrected tunnel dynamic pressure, speed, Reynolds number, and the non-
dimensional force and moment coefficients in both body and stability axes.
Included in this reduction are corrections in the tunnel dynamic pressure
due to blockage effects and corrections for the lateral pressure gradient
which occurs when the walls are curved. A brief discussion of these cor-
rections is given below. More details can be found in References 8 and 9.
The blockage correction used is empirical but has been shown in the
past to be adequate at the high angle of attack range and in addition is
simple to apply. 6'9 The correction in the dynamic pressure is given by
qc=q (l +
where
€ = I/4 frontal areatunnel area
Thefrontal area depends upon angle of attack and sideslip and is given by
AF : (Ax cos _+ Az sin_) cos B + Ay Isin BI
where A , A and A are the projected areas perpendicular to the
x y z
x,y, and z body axes and are given in Table 2.
The correction for the lateral pressure gradient caused by curving the
flow depends on the model volume and shape. Details involved in the develop-
ment of these corrections are given in Reference 8. Important in these cor-
rections are the model volume, approximating ellipsoid shape factors, and the
value of the lateral pressure gradient. These values were established by
direct measurements from the model and from tunnel calibration data and are
given in Tables 2 and 3. The corrections used are defined as(corrected value) -
_unnel value) = Avalue and given by the following:
2C2)" sin B cos _ - Fn cos B cos _] a__p_D.aAxial [(l + (Vol)• R
AY = [(I + 2C1 COS2 _ + 2C3 sin 2 _) cos B + Fn sin B] -_R " (Vol)
ANorm = [(I + 2C2) sin Bsin _- Fn cos Bsin _] • a_p_. (Vol)R
where Fn = [(C3-C I) cos2_+ (C2-C3)] sin 2
and Cl,C2,C 3 are the shape parameters in Table 2. An additional correction
associated with the lateral pressure gradient must be made if the center
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of volume of the model does not coincide with the moment reference point
under these circumstances a correction must be made to the yawing moment.
The change in apparent yawing moment is given by
AN = Ay • XCB
where XCBis the position of the center of buoyancy (center of volume) with
respect to moment reference point. For this test this distance was assumed
to be zero.
One final correction was made for the case of tests run with the largest
curvature at + 5 degrees sideslip. As discussed previously physical limitat-
ions of the tunnel prevented the model from being centered. Because of the
velocity gradient, a small correction for the nominal dynamic pressure had
to be included. In this case the dynamic pressure was 0.95 the dynamic
pressure at the centerline and such a correction was included in the data
reduction.
The final reduced data was obtained by taking the difference between
wind on and wind off strain gage readings, applying the balance calibration
factors, correcting the resulting forces for pressure gradient effects and
dividing the corrected force and moment readings by the corrected dynamic




The results of the curved flow tests are presented graphically in Figures
3 thru 32. These figures include the standard static tests results as well as
the results observed in the steady state curved flow. All results unless
otherwise noted are presented in stability axes since the yaw rate simulated
in the tunnel is about the Z stability axis. In the following discussion
the significance of each figure will be discussed and the highlight associated
with it pointed out. Possible phenomena associated with these highlights will
be briefly discussed.
Figures 3, 4 and 5 present the longitudinal data of lift, drag and pitch-
ing moment coefficient for several configurations; Figure 3 for configurations
I, 9, and I0, Figure 4 for configurations 13, 14 and 15 and Figure 5 for con-
figurations I, 2 and 3. Each figure contains results for -5, O, and 5 degrees
sideslip.
Figure 3 shows that for the full configuration the vehicle shows gentle
stall characteristics with the stall not occurring until 40 degrees angle of
attack (AOA). These characteristics are the same for all configurations in-
cluding the leading edge extensions (LEX). A considerable amount of lift
(20%) is generated by the horizontal tail at AOAabove 20 degrees. The pitch-
ing moment for the complete configuration shows a negative slope with an in-
crease in AOAup to about 30 degrees after which the slope is zero. The tail-
less configuration shows a marked positive slope after 5 degrees AOAremaining
positive at a lesser amount above 20 degrees. There is virtually no effect of
sideslip on any of the properties discussed above.
Figure 4 shows the effects of the LEX on fuselage-wing characteristics.
Of importance is the fact that without the LEX the wing-fuselage combination
shows an abrupt stall at 20 degrees AOA. This would indicate that the smooth
flow over the wing is probably disrupted and stall occurs at this AOA. The
I0
effect of the LEX on this flow pattern can only be conjectured. One sus-
pects that not only do the LEX contribute to the lift at high AOA but that
the abrupt separation of flow over the wing is alleviated due to the LEX
"_ trailing vortices since no break in the lift curve with LEX is observed.
However it must be assumed that some character of the flow changes at 20
degrees angle of attack if only at the wing tips.
Figure 5 shows the result of a 12 degree trailing edge up deflection
of the horizontal tail as well as the effect of the wing leading edge flaps
moved to a zero degree deflection. The elevator deflection shifts the moment
and lift coefficient curves as expected. The positioning the leading edge
flaps to the undeflected position reduces the lift coefficient considerably
(5-10%) for AOAabove 20 degrees and increases the lift coefficient slightly
(I - 5%) for AOAbelow 20 degrees. Again there seems to be little effect due
to sideslip on these nominal results.
Figures 6 thru 9 are graphs of the lateral force and moment coefficients
versus sideslip angle for AOA from 1 to 45 degrees in 5 degree increments.
Figures 6 and 7 are basically build up plots which show the effects of adding
or removing various appendages while Figure 8 shows the effect of deflecting
various surfaces.
Figure 6 shows the effects of removing the vertical tails and/or the
leading edge extensions from the full configuration. At the low angles of
_ attack it is apparent that the LEX have little effect on roll, yaw or side-
force change with sideslip angle. At 5 deg AOA the roll moment seems to be
slightly effected by the presence or absence of the LEX, while yaw and side-
force remain unaffected. Such behavior suggests asymmetric lift caused
directly by the LEX or indirectly by their wake vortices flowing over the
II
wing. Withoutadditionalevidenceit is probablythe direct lift contri-
bution. This choice is supportedby noting that the pitch moment becomes
more positivewith the LEX than without (See Figure4).
At lO degreesAOA the effectsof the LEX start to show up in yaw and
sideforceas well as in roll. Here the vehicleshows a little more weather-
cock stability(CnB> O) with the LEX than without. The roll moment exilibits
unusualbehaviorwith sideslip. It appears the verticalfins have little
effect on the roll moment,the curves with and without the verticaltails
fallingnearlyon top of each other, for each case, with and withoutLEX.
At 15 degreesAOA the roll characteristicsremain the same, showinglittle
effectdue to the verticaltails. The side force and yaw moment howevershow
strongeffectsdue to the verticaltails as exhibitedat lower AOA. For the
full configurationthe yaw moment changessignificantlywhen the LEX are re-
moved. This effect is not observedwhen the verticaltails are absent in-
dicatingthat interactionof the flow field generatedby the LEX and the
verticaltails is occurring. In this case the interactionis favorablewith
respectto stabilityin yaw.
The first significantlydifferentbehaviorwith and withoutthe LEX
occursat 20 degreesAOA in the yaw moment. Here between5 and lO degrees
sideslip,the curve without the LEX changes its slope to negativewhile with
the LEX in place the slope remains positiveand nearly constant. We would
expect significantdifferencesbetweenwith and without LEX behaviorto
appear at this AOA since we observedthe wing without the LEX to stall at
this point. These same trends carry over to the 25 degreeAOA case, Here
the vehicleis marginallystable in yaw withoutLEX but stable with them,
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The rollmomentcharacteristicsshowsomechangesfromthe previouspatterns
at lowerAOA. Hereaddingthe verticaltailsandLEX decreasethe effective
dihedral(C_B< O) the largestincrementoccurringwhen theLEX are added
but an almostequivalentincrementwhen the tailsare added. Includingboth
LEX and tailsadds verylittleto the originalincrementof LEX or tails.
At AOA of 30 and 35 degrees,the verticaltailshavevirtuallyno effect
on the rollingmomentbut enterintotheyaw momenteffects.The interaction
of theLEX and the verticaltailcan be observedin theyaw momentgraphs,
withoutthe LEX the tailsshowsignificantcontributionto yaw momentleading
to a more positiveslopewith sideslipwith the tailsin placethanwithoutthe
tailsin place. With the LEX in placehoweverthisslopeis decreasedfor the
caseof the fullconfigurationand increasedfor theconfigurationwithoutthe
tailso thatthe two curvesnearlycoincide.
Figure7 presentsthe resultsfor the fuselage,fuselage-wing,and fuse-
lage-wingand verticaltail,the lattertwowith andwithoutLEX. The results
for lowanglesof attackare similarto thosein the previousfigureindicat-
ing,as expectedthatthehorizontaltaildoesnot effectthe lateralforce
and momentsat lowAOA. At lO degreesAOA, howeverthe effectivedihedralis
improvedwithoutthe horizontaltailbothwithand withoutLEX. Thisphenomena
doesnotoccurat 15 or 20 degreesAOA. In factthesecurvesare verysimilar
to the correspondingcurvesin the previousfigure. At 30 degreeAOA the
effectof the verticaltailson the rollmomentis virtuallynon-existantwith-
- out LEX and remains small with the LEX as in the previous figure. The results
for the remainingAOA are similarto thosein the previousfigure.
Figure8 showsthe effectsof deflectingthe leadingand trailingedge
flapson thewing as well as a horizontaltaildeflection.Significanteffects
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start to appear at 15 degrees AOA. Here both the roll and yaw moments show
some decrease in stability when the leading edge flaps are not deflected.
The LEX reduce this effect somewhat. At 25 degrees AOA the behavior in roll
and yaw are completely different for the non-deflected leading edge with
and without LEX indicating a strong interaction between the LEX and the flow
over the wing as observed previously. At AOAabove 35 degrees the effects
of flap and horizontal tail deflections are reduced.
Figure 9 shows how the aerodynamic properties change with control surface
deflections. At low AOAthe curves are shifted as expected with rudder de-
flection producing a yaw momentwith a slight roll moment and aileron deflect-
ion producing a roll moment with a slight yaw moment. The differential tail
produces only a small roll moment since the deflection is small (_ 5 degrees)
and the surfaces are close to the roll line. As the AOA increases the aileron
effectiveness is reduced until about 35 degrees AOAwhere the aileron produces
about the same amount of roll as the rudder deflection. The differential tail
deflection produces a roll moment in the opposite direction at 45 degrees AOA
and at all sideslip angles.
Figure I0 is a summary plot of the B-sweep curves. The slopes were cal-
culated by taking the difference between the coefficients at _ 5 degrees angle
of sideslip and dividing the result by I0. Hence the units are "per degree."
In general it can be observed that the LEX have little effect on stability at
the low AOA. At about I0 deg AOA the configurations with the LEX show con-
siderable differences from the configuration without the LEX, The most notable ._
differences occur in the roll stability graph. The full configuration with
the LEX shows a stronger dihedral stability until about 25 degrees AOAwhere
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the full configuration without the LEX shows increased stability. This
trend holds for all configurations compared with and without LEX An ex-
treme example of this type of behavior is shown for the configuration with
_ the wing leading edge flaps up. Here at 25 degrees AOA, the roll stability
is unstable with the LEX on and strongly stable with them off indicating an
important interaction among the LEX shed vortices, their position on the
wing, and the sideslip angle. As might be expected Figure I0 shows little
effect on lateral-directional stability due to control surface deflections.
Figures II, 12, 13 and 14 show the same curves as Figure I0 for the
various tunnel curvature settings or equivalent yaw rates. The general trends
for all curvatures is the same as that for zero curvature. The effects of
the LEX on yaw stability are to improve the stability up to about 20 degrees
AOAand destabilizing for AOAabove 20 degrees. For the full configuration
this trend occurs at all curvatures but the angle at which the switch takes
place tends to increase with curvature with the switch taking place at 30
degrees AOAfor the largest curvature. Without the vertical tails the switch-
ing point is more strongly defined and occurs at virtually the same AOA, 25
degrees, for all curvatures. The dihedral effect shows the same trends with
the configuration with the LEX showing a marked improvement in stability up
to about 25 degrees AOAand large reduction in stability above this AOA. The
switching point is sharply defined for both the full configuration and the
full configuration without vertical tails, with latter occurring slightly
earlier (23 degrees AOA) than for the full configuration. These same trends
are observed for the fuselage-wing and fuselage-wing and vertical tail con-
figurations with and without LEX. Curvature effects on the wing leading edge
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flaps undeflected appear to be minimal, the same trends as discussed
,i
earlier occurring at all curvatures.
Figures 15 thru 19 are non-traditional stability derivative plots.
The purpose of these plots is to show the effect of curvature and sideslip
on the lateral-directional stability derivatives. Each figure contains the
information for all configurations at one curvature or yaw rate. Any one
graph contains the stability derivative information for one configuration
calculated by three different methods. The three methods used as numbered
in the figures are:
I. The standard method used in the previous figures where the
derivative is obtained by evaluating the force or moment
coefficient at + 5 degrees sideslip, taking the difference
and dividing by I0, e.g. (Cx(5) - Cx(-5))/lO
2. The use of just the positive sideslip and zero sideslip
quantities to give (Cx(5) - Cx(O))/5
3. The use of just the negative sideslip and zero sideslip
quantities to give (Cx(O) - Cx(-5))/5
It is clear that the first method is an average of the last two and always
falls in the middle. In general at low angles of attack the three methods
provide the same result. At high angles of attack this is no longer true
in all cases. The cause for the difference has been shown in the past 7
to be associated with the asymmetric vortex shedding from the nose area _,
coupled with the interaction of these vortices with wing and tail structures.
The additional capability to curve the flow accentuates asymmetric flow
either on the forebody or tail surfaces enabling one to isolate these effects.
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In viewing these graphs the key features to observe are the spreading
apart of the lines for any given coefficient. This spreading signals strong
dependence of the stability derivative on sideslip angle. Furthermore if
this spread straddles the zero line, then the static stability itself depends
upon the sideslip angle. For the purposes of discussion we will refer to such
a situation as being bistable. That is a vehicle is statically bistable if
sideslips in one direction yield statically stable derivatives and sideslips
in the opposite direction yield statically unstable derivatives. For con-
venience we will refer to a vehicle as having even bistable behavior if
positive sideslip gives stable stability derivatives or positive stability,
and having odd bistable behavior if positive sideslip gives unstable stability
derivatives or negative stability. Finally it should be pointed out that these
definitions only hold for the _ 5 degree sideslip range used in these plots.
As observed in previous figures and to be observed in later figures the sign
of a stability derivative can change from that in the 0 to 5 degree sideslip
range to a different sign in the 5 to I0 degree sideslip range. With these
preliminaries we can examine the highlights of Figures 15 thru 19.
In Figure 15 straight flow results are shown. For the full configuration
with LEX virtually no effects of sideslip are observed until just below 30
degrees AOA at which time slightly even bistable behavior occurs in roll with
no effect on yaw. In the 30-45 degree AOAregion sideslip dependence appears
in both roll and yaw stability derivatives. Here, however, the roll stability
is maintained for all sideslip angles while the yaw moment shows strong even
bistable behavior between 33 and 43 degrees AOA. For the full configuration
without the LEX a region of odd bistable behavior in yaw exists from 25 to 35
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degrees AOA. Furthermore from 40 to 45 degrees AOAthe full configuration
without LEX displays some even bistable behavior in yaw. In roll, on the -
otherhand no bistable behavior is observed although strong sideslip depend-
ence is observed from 15 to 45 degrees AOA. This dependence appears to be
opposite that for the case with the LEX on in the 35 degree AOA region.
The remaining graphs in Figure 15 show the asymmetric properties for
the remaining configurations with and without LEX in straight flow. The
general trend is that the LEX greatly reduce the asymmetric effects and post-
pone those that do occur to higher angles of attack. With the LEX on roll-
ing moment generally shows little sideslip effects compared to the same con-
figuration without LEX. With respect to yaw, the LEX postpone the effects
due to sideslip. Furthermore there is a suggestion, but certainly not a rule.
that the effects are reversed at the higher AOA. The fuselage alone results
are of interest since they indicate that asymmetric effects occur in the A0A
region from 20 to 35 AOA in yaw and roll and from 20 to 45 degrees A0A in
sideforce. It would be expected that some asymmetric nose vortices might
occur for this fuselage shape and these results indicate they probably do
occur. Finally the full configuration withundeflectedleading edge flaps
shows a considerable difference in asymmetric effects with LEX on or off.
With the LEX significant asymmetric effects do not occur until 25 degrees
AOEwhile without LEX they begin as early as I0 degrees AOA. It appears
from the above observations that separated flow over the wings has a large
contribution to the sideslip effects observed.
The effect of curvature on the lateral stability derivatives can be
examined by comparing Figures 15 thru 19. If we initially look at the full
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configuration with LEX at the lowest curvature we can observe initial
curvature effects. For a small amount of curvature the yaw and rolling
moment curves show consistent effects in that the values computed by the
I three methods don't cross as much as they did in straight flow. In par-
ticular the yaw moment stability derivative tends toward odd bistable be-
havior at I0 degrees AOA and actually achieves this behavior in the neigh-
borhood of 25 degrees AOAand above 35 degrees AOA. This means that a
sideslip producing a nose in toward the center of the turn or positive
sideslip (recall the simulated turn in the tunnel is to the left) is de-
stabilizing in yaw while a nose out attitude is stabilizing. The rolling
moment stability derivative has this same odd bistable behavior for AOA
between 30 and 40 degrees. At lower AOAthe vehicle is stable in roll but
has a trend toward even bistability at AOAbetween 15 and 27 degrees. For
the roll moment this same trend is maintained for all the curvatures, only
the details of where the odd bistability starts and how strong it is change
slightly. The yaw moment stability derivative on the otherhand is not so
well behaved with curvature. As curvature increases the odd bistable be-
havior at the lower yaw rates shifts to even bistable behavior at the higher
yaw rates. The region of this type of behavior is always above 35 degrees
AOE.
For the full configuration without LEX similar effects are observed but
generally starting at a lower AOA. For the roll stability the extreme values
occur at 25 degrees AOArather than 40 degrees. At the maximumcurvature no
bistable behavior is observed although the trend is still present. Further-
more the trend with or without LEX for all curvatures is toward odd bistable
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behavior in roll. For the case of yaw stability some differences are
observed for LEX on or off. With the LEX on we previously observed a
change in the bistable behavior as curvature increased. Without LEX
the trend is always toward even bistable behavior in yaw except at 45
degrees where it switches to odd bistable behavior for LEX on or off.
Without the vertical tails, the effect of curvature on the asymmetric
yaw moment stability properties is small. All the curves show instability
no matter how they were calculated. In addition, other than the cases for
straight flow and the smallest curvature, asymmetric effects on yaw sta-
bility were small. The roll moment stability curves exhibit similar be-
havior as shown for the full configuration. The extreme effects occur at
35 degrees AOA for the lowest curvature and at 40 degrees for the larger
curvatures. The bistable behavior is in the same sense as the full con-
figuration. At the largest curvature the effect seems to be diminished
somewhat from that with the vertical tails present. The same configuration
without the LEX show limited asymmetric effects except at 25 degrees AOA
in roll for the larger curvatures, and at 35 degrees AOA for the smallest
curvature.
The most dramatic effects of curvature on asymmetry properties occurs
when comparing the fuselage-wing and vertical tail with and without LEX.
With the LEX in place the stability curves for straight flow are well be-
haved for both yaw and roll moments. The introduction of curvature causes
increased asymmetric effects in both the roll and yaw moments. The extreme
differences for positive and negative sideslip occur at 35 degrees AOA for
the roll momentand 40 degrees for the yaw moment. Whenthe LEX are removed
2O
the asymmetric effects become more pronounced at lower AOA. In particular
the effects occur at 15 degree AOA for the yaw moment and at 20 degrees AOA
for the roll moment. Similar trends are displayed for the fuselage-wing
configuration. At the greater curvatures the effects are somewhat dimin-
ished over those at lower curvatures.
The fuselage alone indicates some asymmetric properties at zero curvature
with little change at the lowest curvature. However increasing the curvature
further shows large asymmetric effects in both roll and yaw moment stability.
Also the fuselage alone case shows large asymmetric effects on the side force
which have not shown up in previous configurations.
The trends observed for the full configuration with flaps up for straight
flow with LEX on and off are observed in the curved flow situation. The curva-
ture tends to reduce the angle of attack at which the asymmetric effects start
to occur. Finally if the trailing edge flaps are deflected down, there is
little change from the undeflected case. Again large effects are noticed in
roll at 40 degrees AOA. For yaw moment the curves are so close to zero at
large AOA that even small asymmetric effects can lead to a bistable situation.
For the larger curvatures even bistability behavior is observed in yaw.
Figure 20 presents the lateral directional stability derivatives in body
axes for straight flow only. These are included since a considerable amount
of data in the literature is presented in body axes. Consequently these plots
_. Would make quick comparison of data possible.
Figures 21 thru 32 are curvature or yaw rate sweeps for different con-
figurations. Here the lateral forces and moments are plotted versus the
non-dimensional yaw rate for the various sideslip angles. A considerable
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amount of information can be obtained from these plots including much of
the material presented in Figures 15 thru 19. Lines that appear parallel
on the graphs indicate that the yaw rate derivatives, Cxr, are not dependent
on sideslip angle. Lines that are equally spaced indicate that the sideslip
derivatives CxB are not dependent on yaw rate. If the lines are straight,
this indicates that the yaw rate derivatives Cxr are independent of yaw rate.
If the lines on the graph cross, this indicates that the sideslip derivative,
CxB most likely changes sign with sideslip. The distance between the lines
indicates the magnitude of the sideslip derivatives. With these rules we can
examine the curve sweep plots.
Figure 21 presents the results for the full configuration. As expected
at the low AOA the curves are parallel, equally spaced and nominally straight
indicating little cross dependence on yaw rate or sideslip angle. This same
pattern holds until about 15 degrees AOAwhere some irregularities can be
observed in the roll moment curves. These irregularities are increased at
20 degrees AOA. The roll moment curves are equally spaced and parallel but
are not straight. In fact the slope of the lines and hence the roll due to
yaw derivative changes sign. At 25 degrees AOA the yaw moment curves start
to become closer together indicating a reduction of CnB. The asymmetric
effects discussed previously can be observed here also since for positive
sideslip the curves are closer together (almost zero for f = - .02) then for
negative sideslip. At 30 degrees and small sideslip angles and yaw rates
Cn_ is positive. At the larger sideslip angles CnB changes sign for "
positive sideslip and is greatly reduced, but still positive for negative
sideslip. For this AOA small negative sideslip yields the same positive -
CnB for the two lowest yaw rates diminishing to zero at the highest yaw rate.
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For small positivesideslipthe value of CnB starts positive,goes negative
and shifts stronglypositiveagain as the curvatureincreases. For negative
sideslipsabove 5 degrees,CnB is a constantnegativevalue for all yaw rates.
For positivesideslipsabove 5 degreesCn_ is negativeat the small yaw rates
and approacheszero at _ = - .04. In roll for small sideslipangles there is
little or no dihedraleffect. Howeverat _ degreessideslipthere is a strong
dihedraleffect which is maintainedfor all yaw rates.
At 35 degreesAOA the yaw moment coefficienthas the followingcharacter-
istics. For small positiveand negativesideslipCnB remainspositivefor
all curvatures. For sideslipsabove _ 5 degreesCnB remainsnegativefor all
curvatures. In roll the positive5 degrees sideslipcurve is not parallel
to the remainingcurves causingchangesin sign in CaB from stable to unstable
to and back again at each curvatureincrement. At 40 degreesAOA the value of
CnB is seen to change signs not only between 5 and lO degreessideslipbut also
with yaw rate and directionof sideslip. At zero yaw rate CnB based on the
+ 5 degree sideslipincrementsis positivefor positivesideslips(nose in to-
ward turn center)and negativefor negativesideslips,i.e. even bistablebe-
havior. At the incrementsfrom _ 5 to _ lO degreessideslipthe signs are
reversedgiving odd bistablebehavior. At yaw rates betweenf = - 0.02 and
-0.04 CnB is positivefor all positivesideslipangles and negativefor all
negativesideslipangles. This situationis reversedat yaw rates past
= - 0.045. The roll moment shows consistentnegativeCnB but with a chang-
ing magnitudewith yaw rate. Finallyat 45 degreesAOA the roll moment curves
remain in correctsequencewith only the magnitudeof CaB changingwith yaw
rate. The yaw moment coefficientexhibitscomplexbehavior. At zero yaw
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rate CnB is negativeor near zero for both directionsof sideslip. At
first curvatureCnB becomesuniformlynegativefor all sideslipsand re-
mains so at the next yaw rate with the exceptionof large negativeB for
which CnB is slightlypositive. For yaw rates past _ = - 0.045 CnB ex-
hibitsodd bistablebehaviorjust the oppositeof the situationat 40 de-
grees.
Figure22 presentsthe same resultsfor the case of the full configur-
ation withoutLEX. Here we will try to highlightthe differences. The
differencesat the two lowestAOA are minimal. At 15 degreesAOA the con-
figurationwithoutthe LEX starts to show a significantlyreducedspacing
betweencurves indicatinga reductionin CnB and C_B over the full configur-
ation. At 20 degreesAOA the yaw moment curves show irregularbehaviorat
zero yaw rate and cross with increasingyaw rate. In detail we have at zero
yaw rate a positiveCnB for small sideslipangles and a negativeCnB for large
sideslipangles. At f = - 0.03 the situationfor large positivesideslip
changes sign. For the higheryaw rates the value of CnB becomeseven more
negativefor negativesideslip. At 25 degreesAOA the above propertiescon-
tinue.At30 degreesAOA CnB is positivefor negativesideslipat zero yaw
rate and is positivefor small positivesideslipangles and negativefor
larger sideslipangles. As the curvatureincreasesCnB becomesnegativefor
positivesideslip. With LEX this trend is reversedat this AOA. For the
higherAOA the roll moment is well behavedbut the yaw moment shows mixed
activityat the low and intermediatecurvatures,finallysettingon a pattern _
at the higheryaw rates. At 45 degrees this pattern is odd bistable behavior
of Cn_ which is the same for the configurationwith the LEX. ._
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Figures 23 and 24 present results for the fuselage, wingand horizontal
tail with and without the LEX. In both cases the rolling moment is better
behaved then in the full configuration with little crossing of curves except
at 35 and 40 degrees AOAwith LEX on. Yaw moment curves cross at 40 degrees
AOAwith LEX on and 35 degrees with LEX off. The resulting effects are dif-
ferent for the two configurations with the configuration with LEX showing
weathercock stability at 40 degrees AOA for all curvatures and small sideslip
angles with some negative stability at large negative sideslip at intermediate
yaw rates. With the LEX off yaw stability virtually disappears at high yaw
rates.
As might be expected Figures 25 and 26 for the fuselage, wing and vertical
tails show more dramatic results indicating interaction between the vertical
tails and the nose or LEX vortices. For AOA of 15 degrees and negative side-
slip, nose away from the turn, an interchange of sign in CnB occurs for the
large side slip angles and maximumcurvature for the configuration without the
LEX. No hint of crossover is exhibited by the vehicle with the LEX. At 20
degrees AOAwithout LEX large sideslip angles greatly reduce the yawing
moment and cause CnB to change sign for the larger sideslip angles. The
curvature enhances this diminished effectiveness for large negative sideslip
angles. Such behavior is not observed in the configuration with the LEX.
At 25 degrees AOAboth configurations show a reduced CnB with the LEX
_ the curves basically staying in order. Without the LEX there is a switching
in the sign of CnB going from small to large sideslips at all curvatures but
a considerable difference in the magnitudes involved with different curvatures.
At 30 degrees AOAthe configuration with LEX keeps the curves in order with
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little distance between them for both roll and yaw moment. Without LEX the
yaw moment displays an even bistable behavior. At the higher AOA the curves
are mixed for both configurations in yaw but are well spaced apart for the
roll moment.
The Fuselage-Wing-LEX interactions are displayed in Figures 27 and 28.
Most of the activity here occurs at 30-40 degrees AOA. At 30 degrees roll
moment is sensitive to sideslip for the configuration without the LEX while
it is considerably less sensitive with the LEX in place. The opposite is
true in the case of yaw moment.
Figure 29 displays results for the fuselage alone configuration. At 20-
35 degrees A0A the sign of CnB depends upon the sideslip angle at the larger
yaw rates. In particular nose in toward the center of the turn is stable
while nose out is not. These results are typical of long nosed vehicles.7
The situation returns to normal at 45 degrees AOA.
Figures 30 and 31 show the results of tests on the full configuration
with the leading edge flaps up with and without the LEX. Difficulties are
first encountered at 15 degrees AOA for the configuration without the LEX
and at 20 degrees AOAfor the configuration with the LEX. In both cases a
considerable reduction in the sensitivity of yaw moment with respect to
sideslip is encountered. For the case of no LEX this condition leads to an
odd bistable behavior at 25 degrees AOA. Such a condition does not develop
with the LEX on.
Figure 32 shows the effect of trailing edge flaps on the full con- -
figuration with LEX. The overall results are similar to those for the full
configuration without trailing edge flaps.
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The above discussion details the observed effects of curvature on the
lateral-directional stability derivatives, The mechanism of the flow field
which produces these results has not been discussed since a considerably more
_ detailed study of the figures must be made. It is speculated that many of
the characteristics observed above are caused by interaction of the nose or
LEX vortices interacting with separated flow over the wing and with the two
vertical tails. The exact interaction has yet to be determined.
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Number Symbol Number Symbol
1 FWVHL 10 FWVL
2 FWVHLah = - 12 II FWH
3 FWVHL6f,_e = 0 12 FWV
4 FWVHLaf,t e : 20 13 FWL
5 FWVHLah = - 24 14 FW
6 FWVH 15 F
7 FWVH af'_e = 0 16 FIVVHLar = 30
8 - 17 FWVHL6a = 25
9 FWHL 18 FWVHL6d = I0
where the following symbols are defined
F = fuselage
W = wing
V = vertical fins
H = horizontal tail
L = leading edge extensions (LEX)
ah = horizontal tail deflection (positive trailing edge down)
af'_e = wing leading edge flap (nominally down 25 deg.)
af,t e : wing trailing edge flap
6r = rudder deflection (positive trailing edge left)
_a = aileron deflection (positive right aileron down = aa)
ad = differential tail deflection (positive right horizontal tail
down ad/2)
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TABLE 2 Model Geometry
Reference Geometry Wing Span = 0.798m (2.619 ft.) Wing chord (MAC) = 0.245m (0.805 ft.)
Wing Area : 0.597m (1.960 ft.) Center of Mass = 0.24 MAC
Configurations 1,2,3,4,5,16,17,18 6,7 9
Frontal area 0.028m2 (0.300 ft 2) 0.028m2 (0.300 ft 2) 0.028m2 (0.300 ft 2)
Planform area 0.322m2 (3.464 ft 2) O.300m2 (3.234 ft 2) 0.313m2 (3.374 ft 2)
Profile area O.120m2 (1.294 ft 2) O.120m2 (1.294 ft 2) 0.097m2 (1.040 ft 2)
Volume O.O13m3 (0.476 ft 3) O.O13m3 (0.476 ft 3) 0.013 m3 (0.476 ft 3)
Configurations I0 II 12
Frontal area 0.028m2 (0.300 ft 2) 0.028m2 (0.300 ft 2) 0.028m2 (0.300 ft 2) o
Planform area 0.284m2 (3.058 ft 2) 0.292m2 (3.144 ft 2) 0.263m2 (2.828 ft 2)
Profile area O.120m2 (1.294 ft 2) 0.097m2 (1.040 ft 2) O.120m2 (1.294 ft 2)
Volume O.O13m3 (0.476 ft 3) O.O13m3 (0.476 ft 3) O.O13m2 (0.476 ft 3)
Configurations 13 14 15
Frontal area 0.028m2 (0.300 ft 2) 0.028m2 (0.300 ft 2) O.020m2 (0.210 ft 2)
Planform area 0.276m2 (2.968 ft 2) 0.254m2 (2.738 ft 2) O.l12m2 (1.210 ft 2)
Profile area 0.097m2 (1.040 ft 2) 0.097m2 (I.040 ft 2) 0.097m2 (1.040 ft 2)
Volume O.O13m3 (0.476 ft 3) O.O13m3 (0.476 ft 3) O.O13m3 (0.459 ft 2)
TABLE 3 Curved Flow Parameters
Curvature # rb/2V _P N/m3 (Ibs/ft3)BRL
0 0 0
1 -0.0253 8.771 (0.601)
2 -0.0380 13.835 (0.964)
3 -0.0515 18.242 (1.250)
4 -0.0707 24.226 (I.600)
Configurations Shape factors








S = O.182m2(l.960ft 2)
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Figure 6 Variation of Static Lateral-Directional Characteristics
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Figure 7 Variation of Static Lateral-Directional Characteristics
With Angle of Sideslip - Configurations 10,12,13,14,15
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Figure 9 Variation of Static Lateral-Directional Characteristics
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Figure I0 Variation of Lateral-Directional Static^Stability
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Figure II Variation of Lateral-Directional Static Stability
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Figure 13 Variation of Lateral-Directional Static Stability
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Figure 14 Variation of Lateral-Directional Static Stability
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Figure 20 Variation of Lateral-Directional Static Stability
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Figure 21 Variation of Static Lateral-Directional Stability
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Figure 23 Variation of Static Lateral-Directional Stability
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